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CEO’S STNT OF CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR GLOBAL COMPACT 

The United Nations Global Compact was launched in 2000 and is a call to companies to align 
strategies and operations with universal principles in the areas of human rights, labor, 
environment and anti-corruption and to undertake actions that advance societal goals. 
 
The UN Global Compact states its mission is to ‘mobilize a global movement of sustainable 
companies and stakeholders to create the world we want’. 
  
With their membership, corporations express their commitment to align their operations and 
strategies with ten universally accepted principles of Responsible Business Conduct. 
 
Linxens is taking part in the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) initiative since August 
2017. 
 
Linxens is submitting its third Communication On Progress (COP) report to demonstrate the 
company’s ongoing accountability to the UNGC’s Ten Principles of Responsible Business 
Conduct. 
 
 
 

United Nations Global Compact Principles 

 

 

  

1. ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 
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As a member of the United Nations Global Compact since August 2017, 

Linxens has been and will continue to be fully committed to its Corporate 

Social Responsibility towards all the Group’s stakeholders - customers, 

suppliers, employees, communities and institutions. 

It is Linxens’ commitment and Group policy to conduct its business in 

accordance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations of the 

jurisdictions in which it operates.   

Taking our compliance with laws and regulations one step further, at the end of June 2018 

Linxens launched its Corporate Social Responsibility (“CSR”) Program, which sets the highest 

standards in terms of ethics, business, integrity and sustainability. 

Our CSR Program is part of our mission and values and is applied in our daily decision making 

activities. Linxens is committed to ensuring that its employees are treated with respect and 

dignity and that its manufacturing processes are environmentally responsible. Our CSR 

Program is designed in accordance with international standards and in particular with the 

OECD Principles of Corporate Governance.   

In line with our UN Global Compact commitments, our CSR Program makes clear that we 

integrate human rights, anti-corruption and other ethical considerations into all aspects of our 

own risk management, and at every stage of our assignment. Our CSR Program also 

expresses the values and expectations of Linxens in its relationship with its stakeholders.  

In 2019, our CSR Program was successfully deployed throughout the Group, with workshops 

on all of our sites, including those acquired recently, as well as training sessions to support 

and reinforce its practical implementation.  

2020 has been a year like no other and we are extremely proud of how all Linxens employees 

have pulled together during the Covid-19 pandemic, proving themselves resilient and 

responsive. We have changed the way we worked, whilst continuing to deliver the excellent 

client experience we are known for. Our values have never been as important as they have 

been in 2020 and we are proud to be a member of the UN Global Compact. Incorporating the 

Ten Principles and producing an annual CSR report has become an automatic commitment 

and is already part of the company’s DNA. 

In this annual Communication on Progress, we give details of our actions to continuously 

improve the integration of the Global Compact and its Ten principles into our business strategy, 

culture, and daily operations.  

Thank you for helping me make Linxens a socially responsible company. I hope you enjoy the 

read and will find inspiration reading it!  

Yours sincerely, 

Cuong H.DUONG      
President & CEO     

2. CEO’S STATEMENT OF CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR GLOBAL 

COMPACT 
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Linxens is a leading technology company providing secure component-based solutions for 

security and identification.  

A world-class specialist in the 

design and manufacture of 

Microconnectors for smart cards 

and RFID Antennas and Inlays, 

Linxens’ portfolio also includes 

module packaging. With over 100 

billion Microconnectors and 4 

billion RFID Antennas supplied to 

date, Linxens is the preferred 

supplier of many of the world’s 

technology pioneers shaping the 

markets of telecom, transport, 

hospitality, leisure & entertainment, 

financial services, eGovernment, 

access control, healthcare and 

connected objects. 

With its leading edge, high speed, high reliability production capabilities, Linxens sets the 

standard in terms of production efficiency and cost optimization, while also providing a full 

spectrum of design, fast prototyping and technical support services to meet customer-specific 

needs.  

Linxens Microconnectors are used in SIM cards, payment cards, multifunctional IDs and many 

other credentials by smart card manufacturers, chipmakers and module manufacturers to 

empower billions of people every day with the tools of the digital age. The same technology is 

also a key enabler of the next generation of secure cards integrating biometric sensors. 

Linxens RFID Antennas and Inlays are used to empower any type of card, label, token, ticket, 

seal, wristband or wearable technology with contactless functionality. The product line 

encompasses LF, HF, UHF, contact/contactless and dual-frequency Inlays, as well as state-

of-the-art prelaminates that are compliant with all relevant industry standards.  

This global footprint also means we can identify best practices from a broad palette of 

experience and apply them within each Group entity.  

  

3. ABOUT LINXENS 
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At Linxens, we know that our people make the difference, therefore Linxens recognizes their 

engagement both during working hours and outside the workplace.  

 Our social policy has three ambitions 

 shape a common culture and share values within the Group and improve employee 

engagement. 

 defend and promote the human and labor rights. 

 employee development and performance. 

  

4. SOCIAL POLICY 
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We believe that our employees should have 

access to the latest company news and up 

to date information. Therefore in 2020, the 

group launched a new Intranet hub.  

The intranet homepage is a hub for all the 
company’s information – from group news or 
local news from the sites, to product 
information and appointment notices. 

Our ambition is to ride the digital wave and 
to adapt our communication means to 
provide our employees with the best 
possible user experience. 

Our desire is to provide our employees with 

the most up-to-date and 'hot off the press' 
information. 

Our wish is to provide a useful digital 

working tool that relentlessly adapts to fit our 
employees needs and expectations. 

 

 

  

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 
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The roll-out of Teams 

After a successful teasing campaign, Teams was rolled out across the company and installed 

on every employee’s professional computer. 

 

Encouraging collaboration, Teams is used daily between colleagues and also for organizing 

regular Town Hall Meetings between the CEO, the Executive Committee and over 200 

members of staff. 

 

Flexibility @ Work  

In 2020, to reinforce the corporate cultural change and to meet the need for the business to 

be more agile and improve the employee experience, Linxens introduced a Global Flexibility 

@ Work policy. The objective of the Global Flexibility @ Work policy is to develop effective 

work organization opportunities for remote work, to promote flexible working hours, to consider 

flexible vacations and to rethink the organization of work space. This new policy has been 

designed as a global frame to support the change of mindset and to let sites management 

own the change.  

#MoreThanAJob 

At Linxens, we fervently believe in sharing our goals, in giving everyone the keys to 

understanding our strategic plans, because we know that the group’s success depends on the 

contributions and job satisfaction of every employee. 

We place tremendous importance on ensuring that every newcomer is given the warmest 

welcome and a top-notch orientation to ensure he or she feels at home. We also support 

volunteer and sports activities that strengthen relationships – both those between all of us at 

Linxens and those with the communities in which we live. Working for Linxens means knowing 

that your job is much #MoreThanAJob.  
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Our #MoreThanAJob mindset can be shown through various initiatives across our sites. 

Some examples include: 

Ayutthaya  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fundraising for the Baan Unrak Foundation 

 

‘Linxens Get Fit’ - Walk and Run  

 ‘Linxens Get Fit’ – 60-day weight loss challenge 
 ‘Linxens Get Fit’ – 300 000 steps in 30 days 
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Dresden 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vorey 

Well-being training: nutrition, sleeping, musculoskeletal disorders 

Changi 

Launch of local Intranet 

One platform for employees to locate all need information and e-services: supporting 

digitalization & engagement 

The Singapore intranet is a centralized platform where you can find: 

 Latest trending news in Changi 

 All digitalized links and platform, for example:  

 E-Leave / Employee Handbook 

 PDR 

 SAP Concur 

 E-LISS (Lean suggestion scheme) 

 Safety reporting 

 Rewards & Recognition System 

 Policies etc 

 

Launch of Yammer 

Linxens Singapore has launched Yammer from Microsoft 365 as a platform for employees to 

connect with one another. This platform allows interaction between colleagues, breaking the 

Campaign to promote the use of bicycles as means 

of transport to and from work 

Teambuilding event between COVID 19 

Confinement periods 
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barrier between the management and employees. This platform fosters stronger 

communication between employees, allowing us to understand each other better.  

Wise and Well  

Zoom Activities to connect with people that work from home including: 

 Consultants brought in to talk about Ergonomics in home and Offices 

 Aerobics Trainers brought in to conduct zoom exercise 

 

Linxens 3.0  

We know that our people are key to our success and that it is important to regularly inform our 
staff on the on goings of the company and its projects, and in particular of our transformation 
program, Linxens 3.0. 
 
In 2020, our Linxens 3.0 came to an end because we have achieved objectives set in the 
transformation plan. Communication was made on each site and via the group’s intranet. 
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A focus on our Values: Objective: to shape a common culture and share values within the 

group. 
 
Values are the fundamental beliefs upon which a company and its behavior are based. They 

are the guiding principles that help to define how we should behave in our daily work with the 

objective of deploying a common culture within the group's various sites supporting the growth 

and transformation of Linxens. 

In 2019, we identified Inspiration, Partnership and Agility as our 3 cultural values to drive our 

transformation. In 2020 they continued to be deployed across our sites.  

 

Examples of values in action 

In 2020, we continued to deploy our values across the sites. Below is an example of a flyer 
that we distributed in five languages to all our employees, explaining how our values were 
defined and how they can be owned by each employees and demonstrated in their everyday 
work.. 
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Changi  

 Appointed values ambassadors 

 Conduct Values workshop 

 Involved the management team as sponsors to 

continue drive values 
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Ayutthaya 
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Collaborative Platform WIN, We Innovate Now  

In 2020, we held another WIN campaign: 
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Linxens joined the United Nations Global Compact in August 2017 to defend and promote the 

values of the international community, following the international Labor Organization’s 

Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at work.  

Linxens wants each of its employees to be treated equally and fairly in relation to all other 

employees, regardless of their location or position in the company's hierarchy. Every Linxens 

employee must feel safe in a caring atmosphere.  

 

Once again this year, through concrete examples of the implementation of procedures or 

awareness campaigns, Linxens is addressing the themes that are key to its success for happy 

employees, such as gender equality, quality of life at work, work-life balance, etc.  

 

 Professional Equality  

 

In accordance with the provisions of the Future Act of 05 September 2018, companies with 

more than 50 employees are invited once again to evaluate their performance in terms of 

professional equality and to publish their results in the "Gender Equality Index for Men". 

This index consists of 5 quantified indicators:  

 Pay gaps between women and men 

 Difference in individual pay increases (excluding promotion) between women and men  

 Proportion of women and men promoted 

 The parity among the company's 10 highest paid employees 

 The percentage of employees who have benefited from an increase in the year 

following their return from maternity leave 

 

In 2018, Linxens France achieved an overall score of 87/100. 

In 2019, Linxens France achieved an overall score of 81/100. 

This result, above the minimum set at 75 points, encourages us more than ever to develop 

new actions to attract more women to our technical professions, develop women's careers 

and allow them better access to positions of the highest responsibility. 

As declared in 2019 our objective was to apply this study to other French sites and the results 

for Linxens Microtech (Vorey sur Arzon) are 88/100. 

  

HUMAN RIGHTS AND LABOR RIGHTS 
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Professional equality index between women and men, results for Linxens France: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Professional equality index between women and men, results for Linxens Microtech: 

 

4 Indicators Linxens Microtech Maximum numbers 

of points per 

indicators 

 
Pay gaps between women and 
men 
 

 
 

40 

 
 

40 

Difference in individual pay 
increases (excluding promotion) 
between women and men 

 
 

35 

 
 

35 

The percentage of employees 
who have benefited from an 
increase in the year following their 
return from maternity leave 

 
 

NS 

 
 

15 

The parity among the company's 
10 highest paid employees 

 
0 

 

 
10 

Global note out of 85 
 

75  

Global note out of 100  
88 

 
100 

  

Indicators Linxens France  Maximum points 

Pay gaps between women and 

men 
39 40 

Difference in individual 

increases (excluding 

promotion) between women 

and men 

20 

 
20 

Proportion of women and men 

promoted 
10 15 

The parity among the 

company's 10 highest paid 

employees 

0 

 
 

10 

The percentage of employees 

who have benefited from an 

increase in the year following 

their return from maternity 

leave 

NS 15 

Overall score  81 100 
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To make our managers impartial and neutral when recruiting, the HR department continues to 

use a Job interview assessment. This online form directly accessible from the Linxens’ 

intranet ensure the avoidance of any discrimination in the recruitment process. Several fields 

are evaluated allowing the manager to explain why a candidate is accepted or rejected. The 

job interview assessment form can be used by all interviewers to help them make their 

recruitment decision. For each criterion, the interviewer should check the appropriate option 

and provide a specific comment. 

Harassment awareness sessions 

In addition to the training sessions in Vorey and establishment of a Harassment committee in 

Mumbai reported for 2019, our site in Mantes-la-Jolie designated harassment referents in 

2020. 
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At Linxens, our employees’ know-how is what makes it possible for us to continually reinvent 

ourselves as a company and satisfy our customers’ needs. This means that our customers, in 

turn, can continue to move forward and evolve in their respective business domains, now and 

in the future. And therefore, we invest so much energy in helping our employees hone and 

expand their skills. 

 
Annual appraisal interviews for each Linxens employee worldwide. These meetings are 
the opportunities for employees and managers to exchange on the performance and 
development areas.  
 

Performance and Development Reviews (PDR) are an important part of each exempt 

employee’s journey at Linxens, to review the professional evolution over the last year and set 

performance and development objectives for the year ahead. 

 

The 4 Objectives of the PDR are: 

 

 Manage Performance 

 Develop a Feedback Culture 

 Sustain Ownership and Leadership 

 Ensure Employee Development and Engagement 

 

 

In 2020, our PDR was simplified and modified to include our values. 

 

 
 

 

In 2020, a New HRIS vendor selection project with participation of all Linxens sites (site need 

gathering; tool demo assessment…) and cross department (HR, IT, Legal, Purchasing) was 

launched and selected. The implementation & deployment of Workday has started on the 

sites. 

 

 

 

PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT 
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Talent Management 

Each year, the Human Resources staff and managers are asked to assess the skills of their 

teams, identify talent, and specify support needs. In conjunction with this assessment, they 

evaluate the group’s expected needs in the months and years to come. 

 

This Talent Review is currently in place for the management and executive population.  

The talent review helps identify the skillsets currently available to the Group’s entities and 

those which merit special attention in the foreseeable future based on changes in both our 

markets and our customers’ needs. 

 

The results of these extensive assessments and forecasts are shared with the group’s top 

management, leading to specific support that is monitored throughout the year by all the HR 

teams. This is what makes it possible for the company’s human resources to grow as fast as 

Linxens itself. These sessions are also the opportunity to anticipate organizational needs with 

successions plans discussions, etc.   

 

Training 

Training is an essential part of any company’s success. Linxens wishes to focus on the 

development of its employees by giving them access to many training courses on both soft 

and hard skills. 

 

Training Overview - Hours of training on Hard and Soft Skills 
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Ayutthaya 

 

Development training strategy and development framework 
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Changi 

 
COJTC Renewal 

 
In 2020, Linxens has successfully renewed the status as Certified 
On-the-Job Training Centre (COJTC) by the Singapore Institute of 

Technical Education (ITE) to 2023. This recognition validates Linxens 
core aim of developing a quality workforce and sharpening our 
competitiveness. 
 
 
 
 
 

Structured Training for Operators 
 

 Operators undergo structured On the Job Training 
 Selected operators are also crossed trained in other functions through OJT 
 Senior Operators will go through Integrated Assessment Pathway program designed 

to develop their competencies in Lean, Quality and soft skills like team work. Upon 
completion, their work permit could be upgraded to the next skilled level.  

 Senior Operators that are promoting to Team Leader will go through Section Leader 
course. These programs focused on further developing their team building and 
leadership skills in the shop floor.  

 
 
Despite COVID 19 pandemic, Linxens Singapore has continued to strive for development of 
our people through online Learning. Employees can choose from a plethora of courses ranging 
from internally created online learning programs to Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) 
like Udemy, Coursera and others.  
 
Linxens Singapore team has developed in house e-Learning program including Lean 5S, 
Manager Essential – Recruitment and Training, QRQC and Quality Golden Rules. More 
eLearning are currently in development and are prepared to be launched in 2021. Employees 
can access all in house training through the intranet and Yammer.  
 
 
Smart Factory Competency Development 

 
The management in Linxens Singapore continues their effort to drive Smart Factory 
competencies and awareness to the employees. All engineers went through an 8 hours micro 
learning program designed by Singapore Polytechnic to understand industry 4.0, advanced 
equipment and tools that are currently used in the market.  
Singapore Polytechnic has also conducted training sessions with supervisors to broaden their 
awareness of smart factory on the shop floor. The supervisors acts as a change ambassador 
to drive changes in technologies to the shop floor.  
For the continued effort to drive competencies of workforce towards smart factory. Linxens 
was recognized for Company Workforce Transformation award.  
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Manager Essential Training 
 
Managers often have the technical capability to perform their day to day operations. However, 
people management deals with a whole set of different skills which includes motivating, 
assessing, understanding and developing their employees.  
Linxens Singapore has developed a series of program to keep managers up to date to new 
management practices and also government regulations covering topics like Employment Act, 
Fair Employment Practices guidelines, Data Protection act etc.  

 

Building a Culture of Coaching and Feedback training 

 Organized coaching training for people’s manager 

 Section Managers and supervisors attended the workshop 

 Understanding different coaching techniques and learns how to provide feedbacks. 

 

Monthly Plant Communication 

Management continues engage the plant through monthly communication sessions giving 

employees the latest updates of the plant.  

Engagement Survey and Workshop with Work from home 

 Conducted a workshop on time management and discuss best practices for working 

from home.  

 Conduct engagement survey to understand employees’ sentiment and emotions 

during the circuit breaker.  

 Gather feedback from employees on how the management can support them during 

this period.  
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 Implementation of a grading project to identify and weigh the company's positions  

 Review of the salary policy for increases and bonuses 

 Introduction of Global Flexibility @ Work policy   

 Creation and implementation of a community of experts to enable the recognition of 

experts and their development with the retention of key skills  

 Integrate #MoreThanAJob initiative into all new sites 

 Selection of a new HRIS solution 

 New HR Organization – closer to the customer 

 

 

 Implementation of Flexibility @ Work policy – follow the implemented activities at each 

site and number of people benefitting 

 Build an extensive competency model 

 Training efficiency program – measurement of new knowledge implementation and 

impact in the day-today job 

 Set up of a coherent remuneration grid within the group 

 Start Digitalization & Harmonization of all HR process within Workday 

 Workday Go Live in Q1 for the Group 

 Continuous Workday deployment 

 Continuous Change Management for new HR process or tool and Business projects 

 Investment in strategic reskilling for future success 

 

 

 

 

  

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2020 

TARGETS FOR 2021 
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Our commitment to make all our sites a safe workplace for our employees continue into the 

year of 2020 with global effort for health and safety initiatives, programs and awareness 

communication.  

From the Group to sites level, our management and managers believed that all accidents are 

preventable and Safety is part of the business process and always remain as a Top Priority.  

The health and safety of each of our employees is of ultimate importance and we are paying 

very close attention to continually making each of the workplace as safe as we could provide.  

Regardless of where we are operating our business, meeting the local Health and Safety 

regulation is the minimum requirement and making sure that we put in all reasonable and 

practical measures/ processes for health and safety of employees are mandatory.   

In particular this year, with the global pandemic situation of the Covid-19 that strike each and 

every of the countries that we are operating, thus we reacted very swiftly in the beginning of 

the pandemic to ensure all our employees globally are well protected with protective gears 

and all sites activated their contingency plan and safety protocols to ensure the continual 

operating the business throughout the pandemic without compromising the safety of each of 

our employees. No room for complacency, all our sites are still putting safety measures and 

protocols in place and regularly reporting, reviewing and adjusting them as needed.   

 Workplace accident and Incident  

Accident and Incident prevent is always the key performance indicator in Linxens and this year 

till the month of November, we are seeing decrease in number of injuries in the company from 

a quarter to quarter comparison.   

 

 

 
 

5. HEALTH AND SAFETY 
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From a quarter to quarter comparison in term of Total Recordable Frequency rate, we see a 
slight decreasing trend from Q1 20 till date.  Till Nov 2020, our Total Recordable Case 
Frequency Rate were at 1.86: 
 

 

Although we see decreased in the number of recordable accidents in 2020, the severity rate 

resulted from these accidents had risen. Year to date, the group severity rate at 54.6:   

 

 

Besides reporting of workplace accidents, we had also included in our Key Performance 

Indicators this year to track for environmental incident reported at sites. This is to ensure that 

we do not missed out the importance to prevent any significant impact to the environment we 

are operating.  

2 categories of environment incident were introduced to all sites.  

Environmental Incident Cat. A: Refer to cases where the incident reflect breaches of 

environmental legislation including environmental protection licence condition. Example in this 

category such as - Discharging waters that are polluted or out of limits set by environment 

protection approval/license; chemical/ oil spills and sewage/ septic overflows beyond the 

control boundary.  

 

Environmental Incident Cat. B : Refer to cases where the incident reflect potential breaches 

of environmental legislation that need to be identified and reported in order to track potential 

trends that may lead to more serious Cat. A incident. Such as spills of chemical/ oil and 

overflows of discharged water from water treatment process, sewage/ septic that do not leave 

a site boundary and are cleaned up without environmental harm or residual environmental 

impact  

3.00
2.37

2.04
1.65

1.03 1.23

1.96
1.95

2.69
2.04 2.02 1.86

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

18/Q1 18/Q2 18/Q3 18/Q4 19/Q1 19/Q2 19/Q3 19/Q4 20/Q1 20/Q2 20/Q3 20/Q4

Total Recordable Case Frequency (TRCF): number of Type A & B Accident) per unit man-hours in respect of 1 million man-hours. 
(Type A +Type B)/ Man-hours x 1,000,000. 

 

 

Severity Rate of injuries = Number of days lost due to the loss time injury case (Type A) per unit man-hours in respect of 1 million 
man-hours.  No. of loss days from Type A/ Man-hours x 1,000,000 
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Under the above classification, the group reported and investigated a total of 2 CAT A and 20 
CAT B environmental related incidents. All were closely followed up, investigated and most 
of them already implemented corrective and preventive measures.  
 
Near-miss Reporting  
 
One strong area and focus at Linxens in Accident/ Incident Prevention is the emphasizing of 
open reporting and feedback by all employees in the workplace. We introduce near-miss 
reporting into at all sites since 2018.  
 
Although without injuries or lower severity, all these Near-miss reporting at sites are taken 
seriously, all reported and investigated.  
 

 
 
In 2020 till November, 39 Near-miss were reported, more than 10 folds as compared to 2018.  
These 39 Near misses (23 Health & Safety and 16 Environmental related) if not reported, 
could have been resulted in higher category or severity of accident or incident.  
 

 Health and Safety Program at Sites 

2020, is a challenging and disruptive year due to the Covid-19 pandemic, but operations sites 

ensure that related Health and Safety program and activities continue to be in place to create 

the needed awareness for employees.  

Ayutthaya Sites  

 Zero Accident Award Contest 2020  

 

 

3

31
39

2018 2019 2020

Near-miss reported 
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Zero loss time accident campaign 2020 Award organized by Thailand Institute of Occupational 
Health and Safety, Ministry of labor. Our 3 operations sites obtain the following  
 

 AY1 Silver level – Working hour without loss time accident 7,055,293 Hrs. 

 AY2 Gold level- Working hour without loss time accident 11,973,691 Hrs.  

 AY3 Silver level working hour without loss time accident 5,275,515 Hrs.  
 

 Safety Stand Down Activity 2020 
 

 Dedicated Session for Operations Head to speak with employees on Safety and 
presenting Safety Award to outstanding employees on health and safety contribution.  

 

 
 

 Health and Safety Training on sites for critical activities 
 

 Organize the LPG gas training for the canteen operator, Janitors and Technicians on 
fire extinguisher instruction and leak test of LPG gas in the kitchen.  

 

 
 

 Theory and driving training for lift truck drivers to enhance material handling safety on 
site  
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 Emergency Response Activities  
 

 Annual Fire and evacuation Drill for both Day and Night Shift  
 

 

 Conduct the Flooding prevention Drill for preparedness of raining season  

 
 
 First Aid & CPR Training for in house first aider and selected employees 

 

 
 
 Annual Health Check Up - General and Occupational Health Program 
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 Bus Traffic Management  - Improving Site Safety and Security requirement 
1. Changed U-Turn point location  
2. Separated bus to 2 group to prevent congestion at waiting point  
3. Additional Illumination in front of the building  
4. Improving the road painting for designated walk way 

 

 

 

Mantes-la-Jolie  

 Hand Safety Process - PPE Review of hand protection against cut  
 To reduce the hand injuries on site 
 Review for the right hand protective glove for employee 
 Making PPE more assessable for shop floor employees 
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 FIRE Safety Enhancement - Increase of detection sensor: 100% of building surface 

coverage 

 Extension of the fire detection coverage  added 82 smoke/ heat sensors 

 Increases detection in technical attic 

 Increase sensors in chemical storage containers   

 Increase sensors in waste water treatment station 

 

 Safe Working/ Assess Height Enhancement – Guardrails on all roofs, cage ladder 
access, footbridge. 
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 Enhance human traffic assess around the site – additional pathway marking human 
crossing  

 

 

 

Singapore – Changi Site    

 ISO 45001 Certification – They made it this year! Changi become the first site in 

Linxens that achieved the ISO 45001 certification for Occupational Safety & Health 

Management System.  
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 Health and Safety Promotional Activities – Increase employee awareness   

 

 Safety Campaign – “Think Safety & Work Safely”, app game where people make 

choices from a work scenario till they reached home safely.   

 

 

 

 Site Safety Award– The Safety Awards aim to raise safety awareness, encourage 

and recognise workshops and staff/team making significant contributions in 

improving safety and health performance @ Linxens. 3 Category  

o Safe Worker Award  

o Best Solution for Workplace Hazard Award  

o Best Safety Workshop Award  
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 Safety Reflection - every 10 days with various workshops and department – A 
sustaining effort where site employees discuss and make their commitment for safety. 
 

 

 

 Safety Enhancement  – Implemented Suggestion and Improvement on site  

 

 Hazard Reporting platform: deployed hazard reporting in DVM so that workshop 

staff able to report hazards whenever they observe any hazard besides the QR 

code on mobile phone  

 

 

 Manual Handling Improvement: Pallet jack could jack up so that staff need not bend 

down to place the carton boxes @ TPA and warehouses. 

 Hazard Elimination/reduction: 
 Manual Handling Improvement  
 Install timer cut-off for battery charging of lifters/pallet jacks to affected 

workshops – minimise fire risk 
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 Machine Guarding Safety: Continual effort since 2019 to ensure machine are properly 

guarded to prevent serious injuries when Employees operating.  
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 Workplace Covid-19 Safety Protocol  

2020 caught the world by surprise with the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic and we are 

definitely not spared.  

At the beginning of this year, alerted by the situation in China, we reacted quickly by organizing 

discussion meeting with all the sites to ensure we are able to organize ourselves supply 

protective equipment to all our site and at the same time implemented appropriate safety and 

health measures and protocols on all our sites, including where the virus was not present yet.    

This is exemplary responsiveness has allowed us to continue our site production safely and 
attain approval from local authority to allow continual operations. With supportive management, 
employees who can, are working from home. Strict procedures have been deployed in all our 
production facilities, and we have updated and exceeded any instructions received from the 
governments in of each of the countries where we operate. The health and safety of our staff 
are values on which we cannot compromise.  
 
Since January, we have seen few cases among our staff but the number remain very low and 
as soon as we are informed of the slightest suspected case, the employee concerned is placed 
in quarantine at their home and a new test is requested before resuming work.. So far, there 
wasn’t any cluster of spreading cases in any of our sites. 
 
Our supply of prevention equipment (mask, gel, gloves, etc.) is checked every week to ensure 
a sufficient supply of at least 2-months at all our sites.    
 
All sites are updating their tracking status and reporting daily to the group to ensure that we 
are able to quick react on any emergency situation.  
 
Since the pandemic started in the earlier part of year till now, we continue to meet up weekly 
in conference call to review, discuss and share the Covid-19 situation at all the sites globally.  
That will allows us to quickly react and adjust our safety protocol and contingency plan as 
situation changes.  
 
As we are all not sure when the world can be out of this pandemic situation, but at Linxens we 
will continue to put in place the best effort and resources we could to protect our employees 
and the business.  
 
In the following sections, we are sharing some of the sites implementation of the Covid-19 
safety protocols and practices.  
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Our Core Protocols at each site 

 

 Screening Process on sites  

At all our Sites, temperature screening is made mandatory for all employees and 

visitors at the entrance to the premises. Thermal scanning station are setup up and 

our front line personnel (Security Officers) are trained to ensue this is carried out safely. 

This process will prevent any personnel with high body temperature from entering the 

sites. Visitors will also be asked to follow local health and travel declaration protocols 

as appropriate.   

All employees, visitors, contractors or suppliers who are exhibiting COVID-19 
symptoms are prohibited from entering Linxens site. They are advice to immediately 
seek medical care and avoid our facilities and other public places. Those affected must 
work with their direct manager/supervisors on any needed assistance.  
 
We had recently included oximeter at some of our operations sites as a step up 

measures for checking oxygen saturation in the blood. (SpO2) another indication for 

Covid-19 tested positive cases, in particular asymptotic case who may not show sign 

of fever but the low SpO2 reading maybe indicate of respiratory distress, since a 

gradual drop in oxygen saturation has been noticed in COVID positive patients.  
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 Mandatory of Wearing Mask , other PPE  

From the very beginning of this pandemic, all our sites ensure that putting on mask is 

made mandatory when inside the plant. This is regardless of what the local 

requirements for mask wearing. To ensure we have sufficient masks for our workforce 

to operate safely, we ensure that masks are centrally source and stock at each sites 

and strategic regional location for any emergency usage.  

Sites are tacking mask usage and stock on a weekly basis to ensure we are well aware 

and ready to place any need for the mask if any emergency situation take place.  

On top of the surgical masks, other PPE such as N95 masks and face shield are being 

deployed for some employees where they are having closer contact with an unknown 

or handling daily hygiene work. Security personnel and janitorial workers.   
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We acknowledge the need of PPE for front line emergency workers in some countries 

and during the time when masks are in shortage, our Mantes-la-Jolie site donated to 

local medical staff – 10,000 surgical masks and 1500 N95 Masks  

 

 

 Hand Cleaning/ Sanitizing and Workplace Hygiene.  

Hand washing protocols and communication to create awareness are being done at 

all sites. Hand sanitizers/ hydrogel stations are placed in many commonly access 

location, such as staircases, entrance/exit, and shop-floor so that all employees can 

frequently ensure that they can keep their hands clean.   

The area cleaning frequency has been increased on sites to at least 2 times per day 

in many of our sites particularly in common spaces or regularly contact surfaces.  
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 Creating Safe distancing in the Workplace 

Our sites covid-19 coordinating team have made great effort to reconfigure and plan 

out the workplace to improve safe distancing and to avoid unnecessary contact.  They 

discussed to plan out proper way of circulating employees in one directional.  

Employees sitting arrangement in offices are re-arranged to ensure sufficient safety 

distancing and also avoid same department function in the same location as part of 

business continuity measures.  

Physical face to face meeting are replaced by tele-conferencing as much as possible 

and if cannot be avoided, will be carried out in designated meeting room with minimal 

number of people in the room. These meeting room/ location are carefully mark/ 

signage.    

Canteen, changing room and employees’ rest area are also being review and arranged 

to avoid congestion. These are done either by physical barrier in the location or stagger 

timing.   

Safety distancing are also being observed on the shop floor during operations and if 

cannot be avoided, other masks of protective measures, such as face shield wearing 

are being deployed.  

Other arrangement such as maintaining safety distancing in routine production 

meeting with shop floor employees. Stagger timing for shift changing and non - 

physical contact handing over are carefully being carried on sites.  
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 Travel/ Visit Restriction and Declaration  

We put in place travel and visitor guideline in the early part the pandemic and all sites 
are implementing them accordingly.  
 
This is done with Orientation given at Group level and guidelines are defined by country.  
But with the following guiding principle and process.  
 

• Travel/ visit remain high risk to workplace not just because of the designation 
but also due to mode of public transport and the travel hub (Airport, Train 
Station etc.)  
 

• Important to ensure we can review the requests to assess the risk before each 
travel/ visit and in place safe measure before returning of traveler to workplace 
and ensure safe entry of each visitor to workplace.  
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 Safe Commuting to/ from Workplace  

As much as possible we tried to make our employees avoid the use of public transport 

to work if we can do so. Arrangement such as more company transport and closer 

pickup location and flexi approach for working timing for some employees so as for 

them to avoid peak hours when commuting to/ from workplace. Other stagger timing 

arrangement are also made at many sites including allowing employees to leave earlier 

from work.  

Education and communication is also being step up to advice employees to strictly put 

on their masks on public transport and avoid communication as much as possible 

inside the public transport.     

 

 Facilitate Working From Home  

At the very early stage of the pandemic, most of our sites, in particular those office 

bounded position, working from home is the default working arrangement.   

Nevertheless, in order to balance the social and work life, some sites alternate 

employees in week or some days to be back to office.  

We will continue to facilitate this arrangement and review the situation with priority for 

the safety of our employees, according to local government regulatory advisory and 

also the operational needs of the sites.  

 Tracking/ Reporting, Frequent Communication and Engagement  

We greatly understand the importance of obtaining the information on suspected or 

confirmed cases among our employees thus we put in-place coordinated process at 

each site for handling of any Covid-19 issues and tracking/ reporting.   

Linxens Executive Committee and Sites Leadership are committed to ensure that all 

known confirmed cases at each sites are communicated and followed through.   

Our tracking/ reporting process at each site for Covid-19 is put in place to identify any 

employee who may have been exposed to a positive covid-19 case at work or outside 

work.  

The Site Covid-19 coordinator will update the status tacking daily when they identify 

suspected case due to traveling, recite in high risk area, close contact with someone 

with symptom or positive cases and someone with covid-19 symptom. These 

suspected cases will be put under quarantine and testing arrangement under the 
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country health authority directive will be followed. We will continue to actively monitor 

the evolving situation about Covid-19 testing and work with local health and 

government officials to determine the best method of providing testing to our 

employees.  

We want to ensure that we can shared and updates our current situation at all sites, 
understand the reporting protocols as we learn about suspected and confirmed cases, 
thus we maintain a weekly update meeting with all sites coordinators, consist of 
operations, EHS and HR personnel. These coordinators will then ensure that they 
coordinate sites communication to their sites employees.  
 
At group level, Covid-19 Communication is made through our Town-Hall meeting, 
regular report in company Websites.   
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At Linxens, protecting the environment is as important as all performance indicator in the 

company and thus having natural resources conservation and other environmental protection 

initiatives and programs have always being highly demanded.  

The company had gone beyond seeing the advantage of cost saving when using less energy, 

water and other resources to the wider perspective and benefits in protecting the natural 

environment, the communities, our customers and suppliers in business enhancement.  

At every Linxens site, we are committed to conducting our business, in every possible way, to 

protect the environment, and towards building environmental quality into our products, 

processes, and services. This is achieved through the following activities 

 Energy efficiency improvement  

 Tracking carbon footprint and GHG generation.  

 Water conservation through reuse and recycling of water 

 Tracking emissions and discharge in meeting regulatory parameters. 

 Reducing reliance on and replenishing local groundwater supplies 

 Reduce and Recycle our waste generation in both general and hazardous waste.  
 
In 2020, we continue to ensure that our operations sites ensure meet or exceed all applicable 
Environmental, Health and Safety laws and regulations and other requirements.   
 
This year, all the sites with ISO 14001 certification successful PASS their surveillance or re-

certification audit.  

 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

6. ENVIRONMENT 

Tape:  

 Mantes-la-Jolie (France) 

 Changi (Singapore)  

 Vorey (France)  

In-Lay:  

 Ayutthaya (Thailand) 

 Dresden (Germany) 

 Guangzhou (China) 

Modules:  

 Wijchen (The Netherland)  

 Shanghai  (China)  
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On top of the Management System Certification, some other Green Award and Certification 
from the sites includes 
 
Ayutthaya Sites-  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Green Industry Certificate, 

Presented by Thailand 

Government, Ministry of Thailand 

Industrial  

 

Green Star Awards, 

Presented by Industrial Estate 

Authority of Thailand. 

 

The Green Star Award is initiated by Ministry of Industry for company that achieve on fulfilled 9 
criteria’s: waste water treatment, industrial waste management, air quality management, volatile 
organic compound management, workplace area safety management, accident control 
management, green area management, community promote and civil society engagement support, 
employee engagement, and excellence in international standards of completeness and accuracy of 
reports -  
Linxens (Thailand) Ltd. received the Green Star Award from Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand 

with an Excellent Rating of 98.7% in the assessment program.  
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Dresden Site -   

  
 
Congratulations to our teams in Dresden with the great teamwork, have successfully passed the FSC® 
Chain of Custody certification.  
 
Even though this certification was a customer prerequisite for a project requiring FSC certified paper-
based alternatives to their used plastic cards because of their corporate sustainability requirements, it 
underlines our commitment to providing sustainable solutions to our clients.  
 
“This achievement is a mandatory milestone for our company, and I wish to extend thanks to all of you 
who made it possible to pass the audit! We are aware of the tight timeline and the effort you spend to 
make this success happen,” commends Heiko Wiedemann, Quality Manager, Dresden.  
Linxens drives the adoption of sustainable and environment-friendly solutions.  
 
Such a certification rewards our efforts to foster the use of ecological material and is major step towards 
a greener industry, of which Linxens aims to be at the forefront.  
 

 

 
All operations sites report their electrical, water consumption and waste generation monthly 
set objective and target in reduction. In 2020, all sites start tracking and reporting their Scope 
1 and Scope 2 Green House Gas generation.  
 
All operations sites continue to build on their effort for reducing impact to the environment for 
having environmental projects that have direct reduction to utilities resources, improving rate 
of recycling and workplace/ process improvement to minimized pollution to the environment.  
 

 Energy consumption performance indicator  
 

Overall, we seen an increase in total electricity consumption in 2020 (Q1 to Q3) as compared 

with 2019 and the main reason for the increase is due to more operations sites data were 

added to this year tracking and reporting. In all, 3 additional operations sites consumption 

were tracked in this year of reporting. (2 Sites in Shanghai, 1 site in Mumbai).  

Our 2020 ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE  
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The average of 2,346,518 Kwh of electricity was added to the quarterly tracking which 

translate to about 32% of total each quarter.  

 
By Quarter (2018 till Q3 2020)  
 

 

Although with the impact of Covid-19, where globally many businesses were affected but our 

operations sites worldwide continue with its activities due to the good safety measures in place 

on site. For that reason, we are not seeing much fluctuation in the electrical consumption in 

both our major business unit as compared to the previous year.  

 
Tape BU - By Quarter (2018 till Q3 2020)  

For our Tape business unit, we seen a decrease in consumption this year (from a period to 

period comparison of first 3 quarter of 2019 and 2020), 1,665,292 kWh reduction (7%).  
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As for our In-Lay business unit, we seen an increase in consumption resulted from the addition 

of Mumbai site in the 2020 tracking and also the increase in production volume in Q2 2020. 

From a period to period comparison of first 3 quarter of 2019 and 2020, we seen an increase 

of 575,219 kWh (3.6%) in electrical consumption.  

Even though this year most of our sites are having employees working from home time to time 

thus there should be some obvious reduction in electrical consumption in offices utilities.  

However, what we seen common in this year trend among all the sites is that the total energy 

usage are mainly tied with Production activities and most of these machine and equipment 

cannot be turned off and remain idling even when the production volume is low, thus leading 

to not low reduction or increase in consumption among the operations sites.  

This is one of the opportunity that operations sites will be reviewing in the coming next year in 

their reduction program.  

 Green House Gas (GHG) Emission  
 

We begin our journey of tracking the GHG emission this year and all our operations 
sites started to report their greenhouse gases emission in Scope 1 and Scope 2 
emission. It is important for us to understand our source of emission and thus we 
intend to use the data collected this year to review and set a baseline for a sustainable 
goal for 2021 and beyond.  
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Our GHG Emissions from each of our Business Unit  

 

 

 Total of 26,547 Tonne of Green House Gas were generated from our 
activities in 2020 with 96% from Scope 2 which is the indirect emissions 
from the generation of purchased energy (electricity)   

 
 The 4% Scope 1, direct emissions from owned or controlled sources, 

such as our process activities, gas/ chemical usage.  
 

 This 26,547 tonne of GHG is equivalent to 2,393,753,140 of 
smartphones charged or 4055 Passenger vehicles driven for one year *  

 
* https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalenciescalculator?unit=kilowatthours&amount=26547000 

 

 

https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalenciescalculator?unit=kilowatthours&amount=26547000
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As the GHG emission from all the 3 Business units are pointing to the direction of Scope 2 
emission, it is thus important for us to continue with the effort on energy conservation in order 
to reduce consumption thus reducing the greenhouse gas.  
 
We are also reviewing on how we can practically introduce Scope 3 emission into our reporting.  
 

 Life cycle assessment.  

In order to go further to understand our carbon footprint and our understanding of the 

environmental impact, LINXENS has decided to do this year the life cycle assessment on his 

tape product (made in France ones). It will drive to take into account the impact of all 

activities and materials all along the process from the raw materials to the shipment to 

customers. (Known as cradle to gate assessment). 
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There are many goal on this project: 

 Give to customers the part of environmental impact due to the tape. It can be also 

integrated in their own life cycle study. 

 Improve the ecofriendly conception for new R&D project: 

o By giving additional way of improvement 

o Start earlier to reduce negative impact by doing life cycle assessment 

simulation on potential new product 

o Quantify the environmental improvement with figures and with standard criteria 

for new environmental improvement. Eco friendly action will not be only on 

great wording. 

For this, LINXENS has choose to be supported with a well know LCA French company. It has 

be done on 2 standard family of product, which represent a wide range of the production 

volume: 1 “Single Sided” product representative for SIM card application and  1 “Double Sided” 

product use for dual interface solutions for banking or long-life span application. 

 

Double sided product 

 

Single sided product 

After this 2 product studies, LINXENS will develop a knowledge of life cycle assessment by 

using appropriate LCA software and Database. This will give autonomy for new development 

product study, extended it to less mass production products and update the analysis in 

including continuous improvement on existing process. 

Linxens will, as the next step, deploy it to the module packaging activity for 2021. 

 
 Water consumption performance indicator  

 

Water consumption is the one of the key performance indicator that Linxens has put in place 
as one of the parameters for reduction. In the quarter to quarter comparison of the last 3 years 
data, we are observing an overall lower consumption this year.  
 
From the same period of Q1 to Q3 2019 and comparing to same period in 2020, we see a 5% 

(16,599 m3) decrease water consumption. This is despite 3 additional sites data are included 

into this year reporting.  
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For past years, sites are actively engaging in employees’ awareness program on water 
conservation. From communication through training program, posters around the sites 
reminding employees on water conservation.  
 
In fact, not all the sites are having production processes that has high water usage but only 
those sites with wet processes such as those in our Tape Business unit where etching and 
plating is part of the key importance process. From the below graph, it clearly shown that more 
than 75% of the water usage occur in the Tape Business Unit mainly focusing on 2 sites – 
Changi and Mantes-la-Jolie.  
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Thus, projects relating to reduction and reusing of process water were priorities for the 2 sites 
in the past years. One example for instance, in our Changi, Singapore site, at waste water 
treatment plant, projects were done to recycle RO reject water back to scrubber sump and raw 
water tank instead of draining as waste water, thus saving of 18,000 m3 of RO raw water and 
6000 m3 of new water per year.  
 
 
 

 Waste Management Performance Indicator  
 

From a quarter to quarter trending, we see a decrease in waste generation overall in Linxens, 
From the same period of comparison in 2019 and 2020 (Q1 to Q3), we seen 1157 Tonne 
(16%) reduction in waste generation.  
 

 
 

• From the below chart, it indicated that among the 3 business units, the Tape BU 
generate more waste in the operations processes,  In 2020 till date, of the total waste 
generated, 91% were from Tape, 8% from In-lay and only 1% from Module.  
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In 2020 till date, a total of 6229 Tonne of Waste were generated, Out of that among 82% 
(5105 Tonne) were classified as Hazardous and 31% (2682 Tonne) of these hazardous waste 

were recycled.  
 
97% of our current generated Non-hazardous Waste on sites are either being energy 
recovery, reuse or recycled.  

 

 
 
                                        

 
 
It is a challenging 2020, as globally we are impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic thus focus 
and effort are mainly placed on ensuring the employees safety on sites.  
 
Some environmental projects and program were not able to be completed or delayed due to 
the reduction in site activities. Employees established new way of working as sites adopted 
Work from Home a default way to work. Meeting are mostly conducted using laptops through 
video conferences.   
 
Working with the constraint and limitation, our operations sites continue to show their 
commitment to make green efforts.  
 
 

Ayutthaya  

 
 Reduce Electricity through improving machine efficiency  

OUR GO GREEN EFFORTS 
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 Some other effort on energy saving 

 
The environmental team continue to works closely with production and facilities to look 
into opportunities to reduce energy consumption. Some of the effort includes the 
optimizing and replacement of more energy efficient equipment such as  

 
o Reducing of air pressure of compressed dry air –reduce the supply pressure of 

the dry air from 9 bar to 6,5 bar, thus a saving of 18,986 Kwh/month  

o Reduce leakage from compressed air – by checking the leakage of compressed 
air in production equipment, found 75 points of leakage and the remedy action 
taken by replacing air tube and connection. Resulting in energy saving of 
201,124 kwh/ year  

 
 Improve Employees Awareness on Environment  

 
o To create environmental awareness and encourage participation of employees, 

created clear instruction and communication tools to help employees to properly 

disposing of their trash and industrial waste.  
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 Improving our wastewater discharge parameters  
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Mantes-la-Jolie 

 

 Carbon Foot Print Reduction Effort 

 

 

 Improve wastewater discharge  
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Changi – Singapore  

 

 The Energy Saving Effort  

 

 Installed VSD @ Cu lam exhaust (old workshop) to reduce energy, saved about 19,000 

kWh/year 

 

  Fine tuning of the exhaust capacity to match the workshop requirement, saving 30,000 

kWh/year 

 

  Chiller water system PLC interface with Etching machine – chilled water pressure 

automatically switched between running SS/DS.  Note that DS required higher 

pressure than SS to cool the bath (for energy saving on chillers). 

 

  Replaced AHU @ warehouse to Fancoil unit with better energy efficiency type (5 tick) 

– completed in Sept, saving of 120,000 kWh/yr   

 

 

  To install 1 x WST high energy efficient compressor by end Dec, target saving 

120,000 kWh/yr. 

 

 Completed the feasibility studies of Solar Installation @ our roof top with solar provider.   

 

 
Dresden  

 
Zero CO2 Emission Energy – Understanding that the major impact on the environment is the 
use of electricity for production activities, Dresden continue with another year of selecting to 
purchase electricity from 100% renewable energy sources.  
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 Continue to refine our track and report of Green House Gas (Carbon reporting) by 
exploring to expand into tracking Scope 3 emission.  
 

 From the experience gain from the Product Life Cycle assessment in the Tape 
Business Unit, extend the knowledge to the Inlay and Module Business unit.   

 
 

 Continual effort for Energy Conservation and reviewing of renewable energy source 
such as solar energy  

 
 Improve recycling rate hazardous waste or reduce the hazardous waste   

 
 Continual effort to raise employee environmental awareness  

 

  

OUR TARGET FOR THE COMING YEAR 
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Linxens is a company with a strong commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility. Beyond 
the expected compliance with local legislation and regulations, Linxens strongly believes that 
setting the highest standards in terms of ethics, business integrity and sustainability is its 
responsibility. It is part of its values and missions, it is part of its DNA.  

 
 

 
 In 2018, Linxens refreshed its Business Code of Conduct and established a Corporate 

Social Responsibility (“CSR”) Program with an Ethics Line to guide the company in its 
day-to-day operations and express its values and expectations in its relationship with 
its stakeholders.  

 
 Essential topics and issues are covered by the Linxens CSR Program and Policies, 

including but not limited to equal employment opportunity, diversity, prohibition of 
forced and child labor, wages and hours, working conditions, freedom of association, 
avoidance of conflicts of interest, environment, health and security, conflict minerals, 
data protection, fair competition, export control regulations, business integrity and 
corruption prevention.  

 
 Available on the intranet and internet, our CSR Policies must be read, understood and 

applied by all Linxens employees.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

7. ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE 

OUR CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY PROGRAM 
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 The Linxens CSR Policies are used as the foundation for our CSR trainings. Linxens 

employees are all company ambassadors, responsible for promoting our objectives of 
excellence and assisting in implementing and improving our Corporate Social 
Responsibility Program throughout the entire Group.  
 

 Linxens takes a zero-tolerance approach to bribery and corruption and is committed to 
conduct all of its business in a honest and ethical manner and requires all employees 
at all times to act honestly and with integrity and to safeguard the resources for which 
they are responsible.  
 

 Linxens does not tolerate any form of corruption and takes the most serious view of 
any attempt to commit corrupt practices by members of staff, contractors, agents and 
business partners.  
 

 Each Linxens employee shall only conduct business in compliance with the applicable 
laws and the Anti-Bribery Policy.  
 

 Employees are encouraged to report suspected wrongdoing or dangers in relation to 
activities including criminal activity, danger to health and safety, damage to 
environment, harassment, bribery, failure to comply with any professional obligations, 
financial fraud or mismanagement or any breach of the Linxens CSR Code of Conduct.  
 
A dedicated e-mail (ccco@linxens.com) and an external whistleblowing helpline and 
website is available to employees and business partners. Any concerns can be 

reported via e-mails, telephone or via website at: www.linxens.ethicspoint.com. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
No incident were reported during 2020.   

 
 
 

Telephone numbers 

France   0800-91-0066 
Germany  0800 071 3512 
United States  844-893-1073 
China   4006000336 
Singapore  800-110-2340 
Thailand  1800-011-795 
Netherlands  08000201566 
India   000-117 844-893-

1073 

 

 

mailto:ccco@linxens.com
http://www.linxens.ethicspoint.com/
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 In September 2020, Linxens’ global CSR performance was assessed by the CSR 
platform Ecovadis and Linxens was awarded a Silver certification. EcoVadis is an 
international organization that monitors and provides CSR and sustainability ratings 
for organizations across the supply chain. Integrating Process, People and Platform 
the criteria used by EcoVadis for evaluating companies include Ethical, Environmental, 
Social and Supply Chain functions. The ethical functions focus on the following aspects 
while measuring the performance standard of a company such as corruption & bribery, 
anti-competitive practices and fair marketing. 

 
 With an overall score of 61/100 Linxens is in the top 11% of companies assessed by 

EcoVadis in the manufacture of electronic components and boards industry.  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 Linxens continued to educate its employees and management on a continual basis to 

reinforce its values and its CSR Code of Conduct but this year, several of our CSR 
Awareness sessions were impacted by the pandemic and does not reflect a typical 
trajectory. 
 

 169 employees signed a Conflict of Interests Disclosure Declaration. Twelve Declarations 
were analyzed in depth and one conflict of interest was identified and closed. 

 
 

OUR MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2020 
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 Specific internal communication about the Corporate Responsibility at Linxens was 
organized to communicate on the importance of the integrity, ethical business with a 
specific focus on our Ethics Line. 

 

 

 Linxens continued to encourage suppliers, consultants, customers and other business 
partners within its sphere of influence to follow its CSR Program and its standards for 
Corporate Social Responsibility, health and safety, the environment, quality assurance 

and training and competence by signing a CSR Compliance Declaration. 
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 In light of the Linxen’s commitments towards anti-harassment and as part of the 

Linxens Corporate Social Responsibility Program, Linxens has formulated an Anti-

Harassment Policy against harassment (psychological and sexual) at the workplace. 

Trainings and on-line sessions for all managers and employees will be organized in 

2021.  

 

 

 

 Compliance with rules on import and export control is essential for Linxens and each 
Linxens entity is requested to conduct business in compliance with all applicable 
regulations governing dual-use export and import operations. In addition to the Export 
Control and Fund Freezing Policy, Linxens has formulated an Export Control and 
Trade Compliance Program describing the implementation measures that are required 
for Linxens to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. The Export Control and 
Trade Compliance Program aims at helping each Linxens entity and employees to 
prevent and avoid violations of export control and/or economic sanctions rules. 
 

Roll-out of the Export Control and Trade Compliance Program, trainings and on-line 

sessions for all managers and employees will be organized in 2021. 
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 A new Gifts & Hospitality Policy and registration approval process have been issued 
end of 2020 and is currently being deployed within the Linxens Group. This Policy 
clarifies when gifts and hospitality may be offered or accepted and the registration and 

record-keeping requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 Committed to the highest standards of business integrity. 
 Continue to raise awareness through guidance, videos and face to face trainings 

about ethical behaviors. 
 Organization of Anti-Harassment trainings and on-line sessions for all managers and 

employees in 2021.  
 Roll-out of the Export Control and Trade Compliance Program, trainings and on-line 

sessions for all managers and employees will be organized in 2021.  
 Roll-out of the Gifts & Hospitality Policy and registration approval process for all the 

sites.  
 Increase Linxens EcoVadis performance to be awarded a gold certification level 
 Define a Responsibility 5-Year Plan, with objectives, measurement tools and 

corresponding reporting. 

 

 

 

 

OUR CSR OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS FOR 2021 
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 In an increasingly digitalized world, people's privacy is threatened by the 

misappropriation of Personal Data that they are likely to disclose through the services 

they use on a daily basis: shopping, social networks, jobs, health, telecommunications, 

etc. Without protection, the misappropriation of this Personal Data can have significant 

consequences for the people to whom it belongs. Hijacking can range from annoying 

spam to embezzlement through phishing or identity theft, not to mention dramatic 

consequences for a family. 

 

 All the companies that make up the Linxens Group (“Linxens”) are committed to a 

policy of respect and application of high standards of compliance, in particular in the 

field of the protection of Personal Data and respect for privacy. At Linxens, it is a 

question of ethics, Personal Data belongs to the people who entrusted it to us and we 

must respect its use with integrity and protect it. 

 

 Concerned about building a lasting relationship of trust with its employees, customers, 

suppliers and other stakeholders, based on mutual respect and the sharing of 

responsible social values, the Linxens Group has implemented compliance measures, 

both technical and organizational, in order to comply with laws and regulations in force 

in all the countries in which Linxens operates with regard to the processing of Personal 

Data. These measures are aligned with the highest level of protection that exists in all 

countries and are applicable to all entities of the Linxens Group, including countries 

where there are no specific regulations for the processing of Personal Data. 

 

 The Linxens Group's own compliance approach was designed and approved by 

Linxens General Management in 2018.  

 

 In 2019, the basis of the Linxens Personal Data protection Policy (the “Linxens Policy”) 

gave rise to sessions training and communication for Group employees. At the same 

time, the tools essential to the deployment and application of the Linxens Policy were 

built, tested and validated.  

 

 In 2020, the deployment was completed for 5 Linxens Group sites around the world: 

France (Mantes-La-Jolie), Germany (Dresden), the Netherlands (Wijchen), Singapore 

and Thailand (Ayutthaya). 

 

 In 2021, this deployment will continue with new sites: France (Levallois), China 

(Shanghai, Tianjin) and India (Mumbai), and measures will be put in place to monitor 

and perpetuate compliance with the Linxens Policy. 

 

 

 

 

8.  DATA PROTECTION 
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The Linxens Policy is based on 3 principles: 

 The same protection for all; the Personal Data entrusted to us are protected in the 
same way, regardless of the nationality of the Data Subjects. 

 Taking into account, at a minimum, the regulations and laws of the countries where 
the Linxens Group is present. 

 Protection aligned with the highest level of existing laws and regulations. 
 

The construction of the Linxens Policy is thus based on the General Data Protection 

Regulation in Europe (the “GDPR”) which, to date and in the majority of cases, appears to be 

the most demanding and the most comprehensive of existing regulations. The Linxens Policy 

is then adjusted to comply with regulations and laws in each country. 

 

 

 

With the support of professional experts in the field of Personal Data protection, essential 

compliance tools have been developed. 

 

 Vis-à-vis to our customers, suppliers and visitors 

 

The website, Linxens' image to the outside, was first modified to inform visitors of our policy 

on the protection of Personal Data and the management of cookies. The Personal Data 

collection forms have also been revised to provide all the information required in accordance 

with the principle of transparency of the GDPR. 

In addition, an agreement on the protection of Personal Data in accordance with Article 28 of 

the GDPR is systematically offered to subcontractors who process Personal Data on behalf of 

Linxens. 

THE BASIS OF LINXENS' PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION POLICY 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE POLICY 
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 Vis-à-vis to our employees 

 

Essential tools to communicate and explain the Linxens Policy have been created: 

 

- Employee Information: to raise awareness and facilitate understanding of our 

Personal Data protection policy. 

- Human Resources Charter: to identify and manage the processing of Personal Data 

carried out by the human resources department and the main processing of Personal 

Data in the departments, in particular IT, Legal and Internal Audit. 

- Personal data protection policy: to communicate on the commitments made by the 

Linxens Group in terms of the protection of Personal Data. 

- A video presenting the Linxens Policy in a few minutes. 

 

The video was presented and the documents cited were distributed to all employees of the 

sites where the deployment of the Linxens Policy has been completed. A Quiz was also 

distributed to help employees test their knowledge. 
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The same process will be carried out for all sites where the deployment is in progress or to 

come. 

All these tools are available in all languages spoken at Linxens; they are accessible on the 

Intranet by all Linxens staff. The video is shown on all the sites' public screens.  

 

 

 

 

 Vis-à-vis heads of department and process owners 

The heads of department and those responsible for processing Personal Data are the 

guarantors of the support and proper application of the Linxens Policy. The Linxens Group is 

committed to an in-depth training process on the principles and obligations of the protection 

of Personal Data. Appropriate training has thus been created. 
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 Vis-à-vis heads of department and process owners 

The transfers of Personal Data between the entities of the Linxens Group are governed by 

contracts identical or similar to the Standard Contractual Clauses (SCC) validated by the 

European Commission. These contracts were signed by all representatives of the Linxens 

Group entities. 
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Once the Linxens Policy has been defined and the tools available, we have started the process 

of bringing all Linxens Group sites into compliance. It is a 6 step process. 

 

 

 Step 1: The appointment of a Group DPO and coordinators 

 

A Data Privacy Officer (DPO) has been appointed for the Group and has been officially 

declared to the French regulatory authority, the CNIL. His mission as DPO is to: 

 

 ensure compliance with regulations applicable to Groups; 

 inform and advise the organization; 

 be the interface between the Organization and the regulatory authorities (CNIL, PDPA, 

BfDI, etc.) and the Person Concerned. 

 

Deploying the Linxens Policy across all sites is part of his mission to ensure Group compliance. 

 

In each country where deployment is scheduled, a data privacy coordinator (DPC) has been 

appointed to relay the actions of the DPO within the framework of the local implementation of 

the Linxens Policy. 

 

THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE LINXENS POLICY 
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In order to comply with local regulations, external Data Protection Off icers have also been 

appointed for Germany and Singapore. 

 

 

 

 Step 2: Process mapping 

 

The processes involving the processing of Personal Data have been identified for each site. 

Interviews with those responsible for these processes made it possible to map all the 

processing of Personal Data on the site and to record them in a single database (the Register) 

according to a structure recommended by the CNIL. 
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 Step 3 & 4: Action plan and Privacy Impact Assessment 

 

The processes recorded in the Register were reviewed one by one by the Group DPO and 

recommendations were made to bring them into line with the Linxens Policy. Process owners 

are required to produce action plans to close the gaps between their current management and 

compliance requirements. 

Processing presenting significant risks to the privacy of Data Subjects are also identified 

during previous examinations and a privacy impact assessment (PIA) is planned for each of 

these processing operations. 
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 Step 3 & 4: Organize Internal processes 

 

In order to meet our obligations vis-à-vis regulatory authorities and Data Subjects, an internal 

organization has been set up around the Group DPO, DPCs, IT managers and data controllers. 

This organization is reinforced at each site with the support of the site manager and local 

department heads. Two standard operating modes were thus put in place and communicated 

to the people concerned to specify the processing circuits for the following two events: 

 

- A Personal Data breach 

- A request to exercise the rights of the Data Subjects. 

 

These procedures make it possible to react within the time limits imposed by the regulations, 

namely 72 hours for the notification of Personal Data breaches to the regulatory authority and 

1 month (maximum 2 months with justification) for a request to exercise rights. 
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 Step 5: Document the compliance 

Throughout the process of implementing the Linxens Policy, documents have been produced 

and collected in an electronic library called GDPR. The GDPR library and the Registry together 

constitute a complete documentation of our compliance process. This group will continue to 

be enriched over time with the integration of new sites and with the taking into account of 

changes in the Linxens Group and regulations. 

 

 

 

Deployment continues at the remaining sites in France, India and China and will continue at 

new sites in the event of new acquisitions / locations. 

After deployment is complete, the Linxens Policy continues to apply. 

Each change in administrative management having an impact on the processing of Personal 

Data must be reported in the Register. A compliance action plan will be provided if this change 

results in a deviation from the requirements of the Linxens Policy. The documentation for the 

GDPR library will also be updated accordingly. 

An internal audit will be carried out on a quarterly basis in order to check the compliance of 

the treatments. 

An external audit of our Policy may be ordered from time to time to validate by experts our 

compliance with the laws and regulations on the protection of Personal Data in each country. 

MEASUREMENT OF OUTCOMES 
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